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Overview

Despite continuous global challenges,
Australia is currently enjoying the strongest
bull market since the tech boom of the
early 2000s.

AUD Value (millions)

COVID-19 and its ongoing evolution have challenged and changed
the way dealmakers and advisors have undertaken and resourced
deals, and the market has been thriving.
Investments have been dominated by local corporates, pension
funds and international private equity firms – who have been
particularly active in the Australian infrastructure sector. However,
international investors – particularly those from Asia – have
been conspicuously absent compared to previous years. In 2022
however, this is likely to change.

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

Deal Count

figures from MergerMarket, 2022
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Overview

While Australia’s historically low interest
rates are threatening to rise once again,
there is optimism. Borders are reopening,
and relationships and opportunities that
have been dormant will be reactivated.
Businesses and governments are keen
to expand regional relationships, and
opportunities for face to face relationship
building meetings and site visits will provide
an impetus for deals to restart.
In this report, we examine the investment
trends and prospects for investors from
Asia. Based on our team’s deep experience
across the region, we explore deal activity
in China, Japan, Korea and Indonesia, and
the range of opportunities there are for
investors going forward.
We also look at the regulatory landscape
for foreign investors to Australia and New
Zealand, and the impact of new reforms.

Regional highlights
China
Opportunities in the
resources sector, with a
surprising 25% increase
in the value of Australia’s
exports to China
principally led by strong
iron ore volumes.
Japan
ESG driven M&A continues
to rise following the
Japanese Government’s
announcement of a
net zero greenhouse
emissions target by 2050.

Korea
Key strategic investors
will focus on industrials,
TMT and biotech/
pharmaceuticals to lead
economic recovery.
Jeremy Blackshaw
International Managing Partner
Indonesia
Establishment of Indonesian
Investment Authority (INA), an
infrastructure-focused sovereign
wealth fund, presents new
opportunities and a focus on
investment in infrastructure.

It’s an exciting, promising time for our region. We hope this report provides
you with some valuable insights into the breadth of opportunities we’re seeing.
We look forward to working with you in 2022 and beyond.
Ben Smith
Partner, Head of Asia
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During 2021 Chinese mega deals have been
impacted by three key regulatory developments.

China
2021 has been a year of unprecedented
regulatory change in China. We have
seen a paradigm shift from the ‘openingup reforms’, embrace of globalisation
and overarching objective of economic
expansion pioneered by Deng Xiaoping to
the ‘Common prosperity’ era of Xi Jinping.

	The Government has moved quickly to increase
1
regulation of China’s powerhouse technology
companies. A high profile outcome of the regulatory
focus was the cancellation of the Ant Financial IPO.
The Chinese Government also has begun plans to
introduce a digital yuan. This could ultimately supersede
the popular payment systems operated by Alipay and
WeChat Pay and, in time, challenge the supremacy of
the US dollar payments system.
	Data security and the use of personal information have
2
become defining issues which have started to impact
deal activity. This is illustrated by the investigation into
the NYSE listing of ride share firm DiDi by the newly
formed Cyberspace Administration of China, and
subsequent decision to repatriate the listing to China.
	There is an amplified focus on building resilience into
3
the local economy and a more equal allocation of
economic gains to society. This has been exemplified
in the reform of the home tutoring market (making it
unlawful for tutoring to be a commercial activity) and the
Government’s support of the (now) three child policy.
Not all regulatory change has adversely impacted western
firms. For example, reforms introduced for parts of the Chinese
on-shore financial services sector now allow foreign firms to
fully own their Chinese businesses. This development has been
embraced by Wall Street icons such as Goldman Sachs, JP
Morgan Chase and Citi.
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China

Perspectives from our China
team dealmakers
The deterioration in the Australia China
bilateral relationship has been the backdrop for reduced Chinese investment and
M&A deals in Australia over the course of
2021. This has made obtaining approval
from our Foreign Investment Review Board
more difficult than in prior years, with
clients building in long approval timetables
to accommodate the more intensive review
of M&A deals involving Chinese bidders,
across a range of sectors.

However the record trade numbers tell a
different story. A 25% bump in the value of
Australia’s exports to China (AU$180 billion
in the year to August 2021) was principally
led by strong iron ore volumes.
The strength in commodity prices for iron
ore and battery minerals and the sustained
high prices for gold have given Chinese
investors with existing Australian operations
in the resources sector the confidence
to invest. It has also reinvigorated many
otherwise dormant projects.

And yet the risks for the Australian economy
remain. The Evergrande crisis highlighted
the vulnerability of the Australian iron ore
sector to the Chinese property market. In
the long term, trade flows follow investment
– which the data indicates is in precipitous
decline (see below).
In addition to the geopolitical environment,
COVID-19 has seen a significant impact on
parts of the economy supported by China,
most prominently, the education and travel
sectors. The numbers of in-bound Chinese
students and tourists have seen a sharp
decline. It will take a number of years to
recover to their prior levels.

The strength in commodity prices for iron ore
and battery minerals and the sustained high
prices for gold have given Chinese investors with
existing Australian operations in the resources
sector the confidence to invest. It has also
reinvigorated many otherwise dormant projects.”
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China

Australian M&A deals by China & Hong Kong bidders
AUD Value (millions)

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

Predictions for 2022 & beyond
Despite the Australia-China bilateral
relationship’s challenges, the recent joint
US-China COP26 announcement on climate
change shows how countries can cooperate in areas of mutual interest. 2022
is the 50th anniversary of the reopening of
diplomatic links between China and Australia
and may be a catalyst for both to rejuvenate
their trading relationship outside of iron ore
and for China to play a role in the recovery
of the Australian post-COVID economy.
The return of Chinese students to Australian
universities would be one such welcome
development.
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2022 is otherwise an important year for
both China and Australia. Beijing hosted the
Winter Olympics in February and President
Xi is on the path to be reappointed for a
historic third term at this year’s full party
Congress, held every five years. This would
cement him in the pantheon with Mao
and Deng. Australia will also hold a federal
election this year. There will be opportunities
for both countries to engage including
China’s application to join the CPTPP but
whether or not a reset of the bilateral
relationship is a possibility remains to be
seen.

Whichever party wins the next election
in Australia, obtaining foreign investment
approval for Chinese led M&A deals will
continue to be a focus area for Chinese
bidders. Experiences will, however, depend
on which sectors investors are exploring.
Key government policies around food
security and critical infrastructure will make
acquisitions in the food and agriculture and
logistics sectors more challenging. However,
mining deals accompanied by investment
are likely to find higher levels of support.

…the recent joint US-China
COP26 announcement on
climate change shows how
countries can cooperate
in areas of mutual interest.”
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China

Australian M&A deals by China & Hong Kong bidders
Deal Count

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

MinterEllison’s 2021 deal highlights
Deal value from Chinese bidders
fell from AU$27 billion to <AU$1
billion over the last three years.
The resources sector has seen
elevated levels of activity from
clients with existing operations in
Australia. We advised:
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n

n

Baosteel on their joint venture
interests in both the West Pilbara
Iron Ore Project with Mineral
Resources and the Australian
Premium Iron Ore Joint Venture
with POSCO and AMCI.
 inosteel in restarting its Blue
S
Hills iron ore project through a
right to mine arrangement.

The gold sector has also seen
significant activity. We advised:
n

Focus Minerals in relation to
the proposed re-start of its
operations at the Coolgardie
Gold Project

n

Focus Minerals on its $25.50
million entitlement offer and
takeover defence to the Theta
Gold Mines Limited scrip
takeover offer.

n

Norton Gold Fields, an
Australian gold miner owned by
China’s largest gold producer,
Zijin Mining on the disposal of
their Mount Morgan project in
Queensland.

n

Minjar Gold in relation to the
proposed disposal of non-core
assets.

We supported China Mengniu
Dairy Company, Bright Foods
International and COFCO Group
on both their domestic operations
and regional activities through-out
2021.
We advised Sequoia Capital China
on their recent investment in
Animoca brands.
We are advising HNA Group on a
large arbitration matter in London.
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Politically, there was also the shock of the sudden resignation
of Prime Minister Suga after less than one year in the role, the
emergence of Fumio Kishida to become Japan’s 100th Prime
Minister and Prime Minister Kishida’s and the Liberal Democratic
Party’s strong election victory in late October.

Japan
For Japan, as for so many other countries around
the world, 2021 presented a challenging 12 months.
Japan has endured a third, fourth and fifth wave
of COVID-19 infections, which has resulted in
substantial social and economic dislocation and
distress across many of Japan’s largest cities. Despite
this, Tokyo was able to deliver the Olympic Games to
the world successfully and safely.

A key issue for the new Government to address is Japan’s
shrinking and aging population. Almost 30% of the Japanese
population is 65 or older. The Japanese Government now
predicts that unless birth rates change, Japan’s population,
which now stands at 126 million, could fall below 100 million by
2053. There are policy moves to rectify this, such as increases in
skilled foreign workers entering Japan and moves to boost birth
rates, but much work remains to reverse the current trends.
2021, however, has been a good year for Japan Inc. which is
expected to deliver a record number of global M&A transactions
involving Japanese corporations. There were 4,280 Japanrelated M&A deals during 2021 – a 14.7% increase during the
same period in 2021 compared to the previous year.
Underpinning this strong deal activity are a number of factors:
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n

the relative stability of share and real estate markets in
Japan;

n

the large cash reserves of most Japanese corporations; and

n

the continued low-cost of funding and continued
shareholder pressure to restructure and divest
underperforming assets and seek out new growth
prospects and markets - both domestically and overseas.
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Japan

Perspectives from our Japan team dealmakers
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a
decrease in cross-border M&A volumes
between Australia and Japan in 2021.
Whilst the financial fundamentals of many
Japanese corporations remain strong,
together with their appetite for cross-border
M&A opportunities, the inability of Japan
Inc. to travel to Australia since March 2020
has caused many Japanese corporations to
continue to defer their pursuit of Australian
M&A.

n

ESG-driven M&A continues to rise,
both on the buy-side and sell-side,
following the Japanese Government’s
announcement of a net zero greenhouse
emission target by 2050.

n

Japanese corporations in sectors that are
acutely constrained by Japan’s decreasing
population, such as financial services
and real estate, continued to pursue
investment in Australia – particularly in
Sydney and Melbourne.

However, the short term impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has in fact crystallised
many of the emerging long term trends for
Japan-Australia trade and investment:
n

Japanese companies have used the last
two years to accelerate their recycling of
non-core or underperforming assets in
Australia to allow them to re-direct their
investment capital in line with medium to
long term business plans.
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Japan

Australian M&A deals by Japan bidders
AUD Value (millions)

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

Predictions for 2022 & beyond
Travel restrictions in 2020 and 2021 saw
a lack of in-person interactions between
Japanese and Australian deal makers in
2020. However, the COVID-19 pandemic
and the current geo-political and economic
state of the Asia-pacific region have only
reinforced the importance of bilateral
investment and trade between Australia and
Japan across multiple sectors.
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Driven by the current domestic M&A booms
in both Australia and Japan, we expect
cross-border M&A volumes between
Australia and Japan to rebound quickly in
2022, particularly when international travel
finally resumes between the two countries.
This should also see the return of the mega
deals (AU$1B+) between Australia and
Japan, which have been absent in the last
two years.

Hydrogen, battery minerals and other ESG
related investments / divestments will
continue into 2022 and beyond as Japanese
corporations increasingly pivot out of the
traditional resources sectors such as thermal
coal. Residential and commercial real estate,
as well as digital and social infrastructure
will also be sectors of focus. The Australian
financial services sector will also be
important, particularly as major Australian
players continue to exit non-core sectors
(such as the insurance sector) and simplify
their business models.

…we expect cross-border M&A
volumes between Australia and
Japan to rebound quickly in
2022, particularly when
international travel finally
resumes between the two
countries.”
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Japan

Australian M&A deals by Japan bidders
Deal Count

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

MinterEllison’s 2021 deal highlights
We advised Nomura Research
Institute on its acquisition of
Australian Investment Exchange
(AUSIEX) from the Commonwealth
Bank of Australia.

We advised Komatsu on the sale
of its global (ex. UK) conveyor
business to Continental Global
Material Handling which is part
of the US based Stellex Capital
Partners.
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We assisted ITOCHU on its
investment in Australian carbon
capture and utilisation start-up
Mineral Carbonation International
(MCi). This will allow for ITOCHU
and MCi to collaborate and
develop potential market
applications for carbonates
technology in sectors such as
steel and manufacturing.
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Korea
2021 marked the 60th anniversary of the establishment
of the diplomatic relations between Australia and
Korea. Korea ranks as the tenth biggest economy
in the world, and is Australia’s fourth-largest twoway trading partner. Both nations are continuing
to increase their efforts to work collaboratively to
diversify their future cooperation fields.
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In June 2021, Prime Minister Scott Morrison
and President Moon Jae-in agreed at the
G7 summit to work towards elevating the
Australia-Korea bilateral relationship to a
Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. This
was finalised during the Korean President’s
visit to Australia in December (being the first
state visit in 12 years).
Australia and Korea are influential middle
powers which share mutual interests in
the commercial and investment context.
Unfortunately, the relationship-building
focus of the two nations has been adversely
impacted by geopolitical issues, as well as
COVID-19.
Korea’s macroeconomic rebound from
the pandemic appears well on track. Its
adoption of the national strategy, Korean
New Deal (comprised of two parts, a
Digital New Deal and Green New Deal) will
support the transition towards a green and
digital economy. The strategy has an initial
budget of US$140 billion, spread over five
years from 2021. This will enable Korea to
quickly recover from the economic losses
caused by the pandemic, while reducing the
country’s carbon footprint significantly via
decarbonisation of heavy industries, a focus
on renewable energy and other initiatives
such as the prospective supply of hydrogen.
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Korea

Perspectives from our Korea team
dealmakers
Korean companies are emerging as significant
players in global M&A markets. They are actively
looking for future growth engines with new
outbound investment opportunities.
Like the rest of the world, many cross-border M&A
activities involving the Korean conglomerates have
been disrupted by COVID-19. However, these
companies are now looking to resume the M&A
processes as the outbound investment opportunities
in the US, Japan, European and Australian markets
that had been put on hold due to the pandemic are
being resuscitated.

We anticipate fast recovery in growth in the Korean
markets given the record amount of cash reserves
held by corporates and the ultra-low interest rate
environment. The major Korean companies are likely
to continue to restructure their portfolios through
divestment of their non-core or underperforming
assets, while simultaneously seeking to strengthen
and expand their core business areas both
domestically and overseas.
Korean inbound investment into Australia has
continued to gradually broaden from its initial
focus on energy & resources. There is now
growing interest in the Australian financial services,
real estate, infrastructure, defence, healthcare,
pharmaceutical and agribusiness sectors.

Australian M&A deals by Korea bidders
AUD Value (millions)

Predictions on for 2022 & beyond
In 2022 and beyond, ESG is going to become more relevant, but
undoubtedly more complex. In a landscape where ESG driven
measures are critical and becoming more prevalent, hydrogen,
battery related critical minerals and other eco-friendly project
related transactions are likely to continue.
At the G20 summit held in October 2021 in Rome, and during
President Moon’s state visit to Australia in December 2021
Australian and Korean leaders agreed to forge a technology
partnership on carbon neutrality to bolster cooperation in the
fields of hydrogen use, renewable energy and other low-carbon
technologies. Further, in order to achieve carbon neutrality,
major Korean energy and power companies (including the seven
state-run power companies) have committed to completely stop
coal-based power generation by 2050. The companies propose
to reduce their carbon emissions to zero by shifting to renewable
energy-based power generation, launching solar and offshore
wind power projects while expanding power generation based on
ammonia and green hydrogen.
With a Korean presidential election imminent in March 2022, the
new government is likely to continue focusing on the accelerated
post-COVID-19 economic recovery and supporting a rise in
outbound deals over the next few years. Key strategic investors
will continue to carry out an important role in sectors such as
industrials, TMT and biotech/pharmaceuticals where many Korean
companies have leading-edge core technologies.

figures from MergerMarket, 2022
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Korea

Australian M&A deals by Korea bidders
Deal Count

MinterEllison’s 2021 deal highlights
Korean conglomerates continue to
restructure their investment portfolios
via disposals of their underperforming or
non-core assets.
We advised POSCO and SK Networks
on their strategic divestments and
reorganisation of their interests in
their downstream JV coal assets - the
Ravensworth Underground Mine and the
Clarence and Charbon Mines respectively.

figures from MergerMarket, 2022

We acted for Canada’s First Quantum
Minerals in relation to the sale of 30% of
the Ravensthorpe Nickel Operations in WA
to POSCO for US$240 million.
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We advised POSCO Australia on their
convertible bond with Pilbara Minerals Ltd,
which is connected with the formation
of a JV in Korea to develop and operate a
lithium hydroxide and carbonate chemical
conversion facility.
We are advising Hanwha Defense on
various aspects of the Commonwealth’s
Land 8116 (a AU$1 – 1.5 billion selfpropelled artillery project for which
Hanwha Defense has entered into
a definitive agreement with the
Commonwealth) subsequently reaffirmed
during President Moon’s state visit to
Australia in December 2021 as well
as the Land 400 Phase 3 (an Infantry
Fighting Vehicles program worth $18-27
billion for which Hanwha Defense has
been shortlisted alongside Germany’s
Rheinmetall). Hanwha Defense is
proposing to produce the Huntsman
self-propelled howitzers and the Redback
Infantry Fighting Vehicles at its proposed
Greater Geelong production facility.
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Emerging market

Indonesia
Despite significant challenges faced during the COVID-19
pandemic, Indonesia remains one of the world’s fastest
growing markets. It has had consistent GDP growth of
around 5% per annum over the last decade. Currently
the 16th largest economy in the world, Indonesia’s per
capita GDP of US$3,869 indicates that the country still has
significant room for economic growth, with projections
suggesting Indonesia could be a top 10 economy by 2030.
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Indonesia’s rapid economic growth has
been largely driven by a combination of
the country’s abundant natural resources
and the country’s population of 278 million
people. This makes Indonesia the fourth
largest population in the world. Critically, it
has a significant, young workforce – with
over 50% of the population below the age
of 30, and over 80% below the age of 50.
This translates directly into huge workforce
potential and an equally large technologysavvy consumer base.
2021 proved to be a landmark year
for Indonesia, with a number of
transformational transactions and reforms
including:
n

	The blockbuster US$1.5 billion IPO of
one of Indonesia’s home grown ‘tech
unicorns’ Bukalapak, on the Indonesian
Stock Exchange, which became the
country’s first listed tech unicorn.
The e-commerce giant, which is
backed by Ant Financial, Microsoft and
Singapore sovereign wealth fund GIC,
became the first of the four original
Indonesian tech unicorns to go public.
The successful debut by Bukalapak
sets the scene for the country’s three
other tech giants to capitalise on
the country’s nascent US$40 billion
e-commerce industry.

n

	The successful merger of two
Indonesian unicorns, ride-hailing
company Gojek and e-commerce
player Tokopedia, to form GoTo Group.
GoTo Group, which is backed by
Google, Tencent, Japan’s SoftBank and
sovereign funds such as Singapore’s
Temasek, Malaysia’s Permodalan
Nasional Berhad and the Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA), recently
secured US$1.3 billion in a pre-IPO
funding round as it prepares for an
early 2022 IPO targeting a valuation
of between US$35 billion and US$40
billion.

n

	The wide-ranging reforms introduced
by the Omnibus Laws on Job Creation.
These directly reduce many of the
regulatory hurdles and restrictions
associated with foreign investments.

n

	The establishment of the Indonesian
Investment Authority (INA), an
infrastructure-focused sovereign
wealth fund. While ultimately reporting
to the Indonesian government, the
INA has been structured to operate as
a private asset management fund with
an independent supervisory board and
management team in charge of the
funds’ operations.
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Emerging market - Indonesia

Opportunities for
Australian investors
n

The Indonesia-Australia Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (IACEPA) introduces favourable bilateral
investment opportunities for both
countries. It reduces certain tariffs for
Australian export goods and increases the
allowable Australian ownership in certain
otherwise restricted industries.

n

The Indonesian government has identified
that while the country has a high
population, a significant percentage of the
country’s workforce do not have globally
recognised educational qualifications and/
or vocational training. This represents
an important opportunity for Australia to
deliver vocational and tertiary education
training and tap into the country’s
extensive pool of potential students. Some
recent examples include TAFE Queensland,
which is working closely with the Central
Java government to develop a ‘train-thetrainer’ program and Monash University,
which has committed to opening a
postgraduate campus in Jakarta.
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n

Infrastructure investment is another area
of opportunity. Despite having only been
established in early 2021, the INA has
received widespread attention from high
profile pension fund investors such as the
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec,
APG Asset Management and ADIA. Each
has committed US$1 billion to the INA
(together with a US$750 million investment
from the Indonesian government), to
raise a US$3.75 billion toll road fund.
Further, the INA has subsequently received
commitments from institutional investors
in the US, the UAE, Singapore and Japan to
invest an additional US$16 billion in various
INA investment funds.

n

Outside the mining sector, Australia has
not shown much appetite to invest in this
jurisdiction. However, there is a significant
opportunity for Australian superannuation
investors to leverage their global expertise
in infrastructure and co-invest with the
INA in Indonesian projects ranging from
toll roads, to airports, shipping ports and
hospitals. As Australian investors obtain a
greater understanding of the investment
environment in Indonesia, investment
interest could expand to Indonesia’s
rapidly growing e-commerce and fintech
industry.
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Regulatory developments –

Australia and
New Zealand
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Regulatory developments: Australia

The Foreign Investment Reform (Protecting
Australia’s National Security) Act 2020
(Cth) and accompanying regulations (FIRB
Reforms) came into effect on 1 January
2021. The reforms represent some of the
most significant changes to the regulation
of foreign investment in Australia since the
introduction of the rules in 1975. The FIRB
reforms include:
n

New thresholds: partially re-introduced
monetary thresholds that had been
reduced to AU$0 during 2020;

n

National security test: introduced a
new national security test, alongside the
concepts of ‘national security businesses’
and ‘national security land’. Acquisitions of
national security businesses and national
security land now have a AU$0 threshold;

n

Call in power: enable the Treasurer to call
in and review transactions that have not
been cleared by the Foreign Investment
Review Board (FIRB) for a period of up to
10 years, even after they have completed.
The effect of this call in period is that
investors will, in practice, need to make
‘voluntary’ applications to exclude the
risk of a transaction being called in and
subsequently unwound at any time during
the call in period; and
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n

Last resort powers: give the Treasurer new
‘last resort’ powers to deal with national
security risks. Even where a transaction
has been given clearance, the Treasurer
can intervene in the event that false or
misleading information was provided to
FIRB, there has been a material change
to the business, structure or organisation
of an applicant or there has been a
material change to the market since the
transaction occurred.

The FIRB reforms and approach taken since
their introduction appear to have an increased
focus on compliance and intervention in
transactions, demonstrated by:
n

the expansion of circumstances in which
infringement notices can be issued;

n

foreign investors can now be issued with
fines for acquiring Australian entities,
commercial assets and land without
obtaining prior FIRB approval. Previously
(except in relation to residential land),
FIRB was required to undertake court
proceedings to impose penalties (which it
rarely did);

n

increasing frequency of conditions being
imposed on approvals granted. The
standard tax conditions are imposed on
approximately 50% of approvals, and
more bespoke conditions are increasingly
common; and

n

increasing frequency of applications being
rejected by the decision maker. Though
this remains rare, a small but increasing
number of applications are being blocked
particularly in the critical minerals and
energy sectors.

The cost of engagement with FIRB is also
increasing. There is a new system to calculate
application filing fees, on a sliding scale with
reference to the transaction value. As a result,
applications are generally more costly, with a
maximum fee of AU$503,000 for commercial
transactions over AU$2 billion.
Despite a 30 day statutory deadline, the
average timeframe for assessment of an
application by FIRB is between two to three
months. This can be longer for applications
related to national security and industries
considered sensitive by FIRB.

The Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018
(Cth) (SOCIA) was updated by the Federal
Parliament in late November 2021. The
definition of ‘national security business’
in Australia’s foreign investment rules includes
businesses with interests in or responsible
for critical infrastructure assets as defined in
the SOCIA. The SOCIA’s definition of critical
infrastructure assets has been expanded
from infrastructure such as ports, electricity
networks, gas pipelines and water networks,
to now cover assets in the following sectors:
communications, higher education and
research, data storage and processing, defence
industry, energy, food and grocery, financial
services and medical, space technology,
transport and water & sewerage.
Businesses operating in the above sectors
could be considered ‘national security
businesses’ for FIRB purposes. This means
any acquisition by foreign investors of a 10%
interest in such a business will be subject
to a AU$0 threshold.
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Regulatory developments: New Zealand

During 2021 the NZ government introduced
the third, and final, instalment of a set of
changes to NZ’s overseas investment regime.
Those changes include:
n

n

New call in regime: The NZ government
has a new power to ‘call in’ investments
in SIBs (that would not otherwise
require consent) either before or after a
transaction completes. This call in regime
replaces the temporary emergency
notification regime (which was introduced
in response to COVID-19).
Increased threshold for National Interest
test: The threshold of non-New Zealand
government ownership of investors
triggering a national interest assessment
moved from more than 10% to more
than 25%. Certain foreign government
investors (such as pension funds) may
apply for an exemption from the definition
of ‘non-New Zealand government
investor’.
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n

Benefit to NZ test: the test that requires
investors to demonstrate a ‘benefit to NZ’
was simplified in late November to a less
complex ‘before and after’ analysis of the
transaction’s benefits. (This replaces the
current counterfactual comparison to a
fictional ‘able and willing’ alternative NZ
purchaser undertaking the transaction).

n

Simplified ‘investor test’: The ‘investor
test’ for individuals with control of an
application has been simplified to a series
of yes / no questions focussing primarily
on criminal convictions. This replaces the
general good character test, which often
came at a material cost to applicants.

n

Incremental investment: Incremental
increases in ownership or control of an
existing investment are now permitted
(within certain thresholds) without
consent.

n

New exemptions: New exemptions
have been introduced for lower risk
transactions such as underwriting,
shareholder creep and corporate
reorganisations.
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Regulatory developments: New Zealand

Strategically Important
Businesses (SIBs)
The new call-in regime permits the NZ
government to ‘call in’ and investigate
investments in SIBs if those investments pose
a risk to NZ’s national security or public order.
If it considers necessary, the government has
the right to block those transactions, impose
conditions or, if the transaction has already
occurred, require the investor to divest the
asset.
SIBs are broadly defined. They include,
for example, business involved in military
or dual use technology, critical direct
suppliers to certain government agencies,
ports and airports, telecommunications,
electricity, water, certain financial and
media organisations, businesses involved in
other strategically important industries or
infrastructure and those that hold more than
30,000 data sets of ‘sensitive information’
about individuals.
Importantly, this call in regime applies to
transactions that would not otherwise require
a consent from the Overseas Investment
Office (OIO) (i.e. there is no value threshold or
sensitive land requirement needed to trigger
a call in). With some limited exceptions, it is
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not compulsory to notify the transaction to
the OIO. As a result, it is up to the investor
to make a judgement call as to whether they
are investing in a SIB, and if so, whether they
should disclose their transaction to the OIO
on a voluntary basis.
However, if investors do not disclose the
investment, there is a risk that it may be
investigated retroactively (which, at the
extreme, may result in an order to unwind the
transaction). Alternatively, if investors choose
to disclose the investment and the OIO
deems it not to trigger the National Interest
test, the investor will receive a ‘safe harbour’
from future investigation of the transaction.
Due to the wide description of an ‘SIB’ we
have found this new regime to apply to some
unexpected transactions including business
acquisitions in the medical or financial
services sectors valued at less than NZD$100
million which have no sensitive land but
crucially hold ‘sensitive information’. Sensitive
information is not just information that is
sensitive for national security reasons - it
extends to certain health information and
certain financial information of individuals
(among other things). What this means in
practice is that investments in businesses such
as insurers, financiers, health providers are
highly likely to be SIBs.
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Conclusion

With the COVID 19 pandemic receding
in Australia and New Zealand, we’re
seeing a wide range of opportunities
for investment in 2022 and beyond.
2022 is likely to be a year of rebuilding as
borders open, relationships rebuild and
economies continue to recover and grow.
ESG will be a particular investment driver for
Japanese and Korean investors, following
the Japanese Government’s announcement
of net zero greenhouse emissions by 2050
and Korea’s ‘green’ focus in its national
strategy.
We’re seeing investment opportunities
across a wide range of other industries.
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In the resources sector, we’re seeing
interest in iron ore and gold from China,
and hydrogen and battery minerals from
Japan and Korea.
Infrastructure is an important focus for
Indonesian investors, with the introduction
of the Indonesian Investment Authority.
Real estate is also on the radar for both
Japanese and Korean investors.
Japanese corporations are pursuing
opportunities in financial services,
and Korean companies have shown
interest in industrials, TMT and biotech/
pharmaceuticals – where many already
have leading-edge core technologies.

In addition, there’s an opportunity for
Australia’s education sector to help support
vocational and tertiary training for Indonesia
and to tap into Indonesia’s extensive pool of
potential students.
In a competitive landscape with numerous
opportunities for growth, investors should
start planning early to take advantage
of identified prospects. Competition for
strategic assets is fierce and the regulatory
environment is complex, and can take
time to navigate. However, with the right
planning and due diligence, it’s an exciting
time to be exploring new opportunities in
the Australian and New Zealand market.
Please contact us for any more information
or support for your investment activities.
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MinterEllison deal highlights

CLIENT

CLIENT

China

Japan
Advised Baosteel on their joint venture interests in both the West Pilbara
Iron Ore Project with Mineral Resources and the Australian Premium
Iron Ore Joint Venture with POSCO and AMCI.

Advised Nomura Research Institute on the acquisition of AUSIEX from
Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
Advised Komatsu in relation to the sale of its Australian conveying
business to Stellex Capital.

Advised Sinosteel restart its Blue Hills iron ore project through a right
to mine arrangement.

Advised on the investment by ITOCHU in carbon capture and utilisation
technology company, Mineral Carbonation International.

Advised Zijin Mining subsidiary Norton Gold Fields on the disposal
of their Mount Morgan project in Queensland.

Advised China based venture capital firm Sequoia China on its
investment in the latest funding round of Hong Kong based blockchain
game developer and investor in non-fungible tokens, Animoca Brands.

Advised Minjar Gold in relation to the proposed disposal of
non-core assets.

CLIENT

Korea
–A
 cted for POSCO Australia on its acquisition of a 4.75% direct
interest in Pilbara Minerals for AU$79.6 million plus convertible
bonds of equivalent quantum.
–A
 dvised POSCO & SK Networks on their respective strategic
divestments and reorganisation of their interests in the Ravensworth
Underground Mine and the Clarence and Charbon Mines.

Advised Focus Minerals on its $25.50 million entitlement offer and
takeover defence to the Theta Gold Mines Limited scrip takeover offer.
Advised First Quantum Minerals in a 30% divestment to POSCO for
a cash consideration of US$240 million.

Advised Hanwha Defense on various key aspects of the
Commonwealth’s Land 8116 (a AU$1 – 1.5 billion Self-propelled artillery
project for which Hanwha Defense has executed a definitive agreement
with the Commonwealth) and Land 400 Phase 3 (an Infantry Fighting
Vehicles program worth AU$18-27 billion).
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